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Growth Pathways of Metallocarbohedrenes: Cagelike or Cubic?
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A novel layer-by-layer cubic growth pathway involving C2 dimers is advanced for large titanium
carbide clusters based on observation of new magic numbers in the anions. This growth mechanis
plains uniquely all the magic numbers in a multicage growth model previously proposed for large m
carbide clusters, suggesting that the cubic structures, characteristic of the bulk carbide lattices, dom
growth of the large carbide clusters. Experimental and theoretical evidence indicates that the
layered growth with C2 dimers can lead to a new type of highly stable one-dimensional quantum wir
[S0031-9007(97)02977-3]
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Metcars (M8C12
1, M  transition metal atoms) were

discovered a few years ago as a new class of stable mole
lar clusters by Castleman and co-workers [1]. These clu
ters, observed as prominent (magic) peaks in mass spe
of laser vaporization experiments [1,2], were proposed
have a dodecahedral structure with aTh point group sym-
metry, a cagelike molecular shape similar to the fulleren
[3]. They were observed to form preferentially for the
early transition metals (Ti, V, Cr, Zr, Nb, Mo, and Hf)
with Ti8C12

1 being the most prototypical [1,2]. If made
in bulk quantity, the metcars are expected to exhibit nov
and rich chemical and physical properties because of t
transition metals in the molecular structures. Unlike th
fullerenes that grow by expanding the cage, however, W
et al. proposed that the large carbide clusters follow a mu
ticage growth path, based on their observation of prom
nent cluster cations in Zr carbide clusters [4]. Pilgrim
and Duncan subsequently showed that Ti, V, and Zr ca
bide cluster cations all form cubic structures beyond th
M8C12

1 metcars [5], much like the bulk cubic crystal lat-
tice. Besides these paradoxical observations, the grow
pathways of the metcars remain a central unresolved qu
tion, despite extensive theoretical [6–9] and experiment
effort [10–14].

In this Letter, we present observation of new magic num
bers in the anion mass spectra of titanium carbide cluste
includingTi13C22

2 which corresponds to the composition
of a double cage in the multicage growth model [4]. In
contrast to the double-cage structure, however, we fou
Ti 13C22 to have an unusual cubic structure, with eight C2

dimers occupying the eight cube corners [Fig. 1(a)]. Th
finding, together with evidence from smaller magic cluste
and theoretical calculations, suggests a layer-by-layer c
bic growth pathway for the titanium carbide clusters. Thi
cubic-layered growth mechanism can account for all th
magic numbers assigned previously to the multicages. O
quantum-mechanical calculations further show that conti
ued growth of these cubic clusters involving C2 dimers will
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result in highly stable structures that can form a novel typ
of one-dimensional quantum wire.

The experimental apparatus used consists of a las
vaporization cluster source, a time-of-flight mass spe
trometer, and a magnetic-bottle photoelectron analyzer th
allows the electronic structure of size-selected clusters
be obtained [15]. A pure Ti target is vaporized with a
10 mJ laser pulse (532 nm) and a helium carrier gas co
taining 5% CH4. The plasma reactions between titanium
and the CH4 produce a series ofTixCy clusters in both
neutral and charged states. Figure 2 shows an anion m
spectrum of the titanium carbide clusters. Surprisingly
the anticipated metcar Ti8C12 and the cubic Ti14C13 clus-
ter so prominent in the cation channel are missing from th

FIG. 1. Three optimized structures for the Ti13C22 cluster. (a)
D4h, cubic structure with eight C2 dimers at the cube corners
in slightly vertical positions; (b)D4h, cubic structure with eight
C2 dimers at the cube corners in horizontal positions; (c)Cs,
distorted structure resulting from an ideal double cage structur
© 1997 The American Physical Society 2983
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FIG. 2. Anion mass spectrum of titanium carbide cluster
Note the absence of theTi8C12

2 metcar anion and the bimodal
cluster distribution. The assignment of the exact clust
compositions is ascertained by using13CH4 isotope substitution.

anion mass spectrum. Instead, the anions exhibit a bimo
distribution where clusters containing eight to twelve T
atoms show very low abundance, exceptTi9C15

2 which
displays a local magic number. Most interesting is th
observation of the prominentTi13C22

2 cluster, following
the valley in the bimodal distribution. The peaks beyon
the Ti13C22

2 cluster each show an increment by TiC2 as
shown in Fig. 2.

The magic Ti13C22
2 cluster must have exceptiona

stability. A critical question is whether the structure o
theTi13C22

2 cluster is the double cage. If it is, how is i
formed since the single cageTi8C12

2 is totally absent?
Thus, the structure and bonding of the Ti13C22 cluster
becomes the key to understanding the growth pathwa
of the large carbide clusters. We carried out a stu
that combined anion photoelectron spectroscopy (PE
and density functional calculations, in order to unravel th
structure and bonding of the crucial Ti13C22 cluster. We
measured PES spectra for all the cluster anions sho
in Fig. 2. The spectrum ofTi13C22

2 is particularly
interesting, showing several well-defined features betwe
3 and 4.5 eV with a characteristic energy gap arou
5 eV (Fig. 3). To compare with the experiment, w
calculated three possible structures of Ti13C22, including
the double cage. Two important observations were tak
into account in choosing alternative structures: (1) Th
importance of the C2 dimer as found in the Ti8C12

metcar [6–9], and (2) the cubic structural feature
shown in the cubic Ti14C13 cluster [5]. The previously
observedTi14C13

1 cluster is a3 3 3 3 3 cubic structure
with eight metal atoms at the cube corners. Howeve
a similar Ti13C14

1 cubic cluster with eight C atoms at
the cube corners has never been observed. We noti
that replacing the eight corner C atoms in such a cub
cluster with eight C2 dimers naturally leads to the
2984
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FIG. 3. Photoelectron spectrum of theTi13C22
2 cluster at

193 nm (6.42 eV), compared with simulated electronic density
of-state spectra of the three optimized structures discussed
Fig. 1. Gaussian functions with a 0.02 eV width were used in
the simulations.

Ti 13C22 composition observed in Fig. 2. Hence, two such
cubic structures with different C2 orientations were also
calculated.

The theoretical calculations were performed unde
both local spin density (LSD) and nonlocal spin density
(NLSD) approximations. The LSD calculations used
the Vosko-Wilk-Nusair local correlation functional [16]
while the NLSD method employed Becke’s gradient-
corrected exchange functional [17] and Perdew-Wang’
gradient-corrected correlation functional [18]. The non-
local correction was incorporated in the SCF cycles in a
iterative manner. Double numerical basis set augmente
with polarization functions were used and all inner core
electrons were frozen. The calculations were done usin
DMOL [19].

Our optimized geometries for the three structures ar
shown in Fig. 1. The geometry optimizations were car
ried out under imposedD4h point group symmetry for (a)
and (b) andCs for (c). The binding energies for (a), (b),
and (c) are 263.63, 261.63, and 262.30 eV, respectivel
at the LSD level. The binding energies for (a) and
(b) become 231.06 eV (6.60 eVyatom) and 229.30 eV
(6.55 eVyatom), respectively, at the NLSD level.
Because of the enormous computational effort, (c) wa
optimized only at the LSD level, and we expect that the
ordering of the binding energies will remain the same
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The electron affinities, calculated only for (a) and (b), ar
both about 3.0 eV. We found that the structure (a) has t
lowest energy. The double-cage metcar is totally distorte
in the optimized structure (c), that shows similar bondin
characteristics to the tetracapped tetrahedral Ti8C12

structure [9].
To facilitate comparison with the experiment, we fur

ther simulated the electronic density of states (DOS) f
each isomer using Gaussian functions. The simulat
DOS spectra are compared with the PES spectrum
Fig. 3. The distorted double-cage structure can be ea
ily ruled out. The calculated EAs for both (a) and (b
are about 3.0 eV, in excellent agreement with the expe
imental values3.0 6 0.1 eVd. The simulated DOS spec-
tra of (a) and (b) both reproduce well the characterist
energy gap at 5 eV. However, the overall agreement
seemingly better for the lowest energy (a) structure. It
possible that both (a) and (b) may be present. In fact, t
difference between the two is rather small—rotating eac
structure by 90± and slightly displacing the C2 dimers, one
can convert (a) to (b) or vice versa.

The cubic Ti13C22 structure is interesting since it
embodies two important bonding characteristics of th
titanium carbide clusters: the C2 dimers and the cubic
structural framework. This indicates that indeed cub
structures are preferred for the large titanium carbid
clusters: The simple cubicTi14C13

1 cluster is formed in
the cation channel, while the cubicTi13C22

2 with eight
C2 dimers is formed in the anion channel. The previous
observedZr13C22

1 cluster is likely to be a cubic structure
with eight C2 dimers [4]. A challenging question con-
cerning the cubic structures is whether they can expla
systematically all the magic numbers previously attribute
to the multicages. The answer is definitive.

The structure of Ti13C22 [Fig. 1(a)] is composed of
three layers: two layers of Ti4C9 (A) sandwiching a layer
of Ti 5 C4 (B). The stability of this structure derives from
the fact that all the Ti atoms are optimally bonded to th
C atoms and C2 dimers. A growth pathway in which the
A and B layers are stacked alternatively will reproduc
all the magic numbers assigned to the multicages. T
three-layerABA cubic structure explains uniquely the ob
servedZr13C22

1 cluster. A five-layerABABA structure
gives a uniqueM22C35 composition (Fig. 4), correspond-
ing to the observedZr22C35

1 cluster explained as the
quadruple cage closing [4]. A four-layerABABstructure
yields a composition ofM18C26, which is three carbons
short of the triple-cageM18C29 composition, observed as
Zr18C29

1. We note that clusters with both cappingA lay-
ers seem to make especially stable structures, as exem
fied by theABAstructure, due to the optimized bonding o
the metal atoms with the C2 dimers. TheB layer, which
is carbon-deficient, seems to be susceptible to accumu
ing more carbons when not sandwiched. Thus it is n
surprising that the Zr18C29 composition was observed in-
stead of the idealABABstructure. This interpretation and
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FIG. 4. Optimized structure of a five-layerABABA struc-
ture (Ti22C35) with a total binding energy of 379.72 eV
(6.66 eVyatom, NLSD). Further layered growth can lead
highly stable structures which form a class of novel on
dimensional quantum wires.

the layered growth path are further supported by the
servation of theTi9C15

2 magic number in the valley of
the bimodal distribution in Fig. 2. An ideal two-layerAB
cluster gives aM9C13 composition. TheTi9C15

2 cluster
is likely composed of this idealAB structure plus two ex-
tra C atoms, providing the precursor for the more sta
ABAcluster.

Questions still remain about what controls the grow
mechanisms. There seem to be distinct differences
tween the cations and anions in the titanium carbide s
tem. Reddy and Khanna suggested that the formation
metcars or cubic Ti14C13 clusters depends on the CyTi
ratios in the cluster source: High CyTi ratio favors the
metcar formation due to abundant C2 molecules [7]. Wei
et al. showed that the formation of theNb13C22

1 or the
cubic Nb14C13

1 cluster is kinetically controlled and ca
be formed at different conditions [12]. We think that fo
the titanium carbide system hydrogen or certain hydroc
bon intermediates may also play a key role in the laye
cubic growth involving C2 dimers in the anions. We not
that bothC2

2 andC2H2 and carbon clusters up toC8
2

are abundant in the plasma reactions.
We suspect that under certain experimental conditio

the layered growth may allow very largeAsBAdn type of
structures to be formed, with the Ti13C22 cluster being the
n  1 case. We also performed calculations forn  2
(Fig. 4) and found it to be highly stable. This five-laye
ABABAcluster (Ti22C35) has a similar electronic structur
to that of Ti13C22, with a binding energy (6.66 eVyatom)
2985
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even higher than that of Ti13C22 (6.60 eVyatom). The
energy gap near the Fermi level is rather small f
these clusters and decreases as the length of the clu
increases (0.31 eV forn  1 and 0.16 eV forn  2).
These clusters essentially form a class of novel on
dimensional metallic quantum wires which should exhib
novel transport properties depending on their length
These quantum wires may be produced in similar wa
to that of the carbon nanotubes or formed on appropria
substrates. The C2 dimers covering the surfaces of the
quantum wires should also make them chemically stabl
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